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Abstract—With recent drastic growth in the number of users
carrying smart mobile devices, it is not hard to envision oppor-
tunistic ad-hoc communications taking place with such devices
carried by humans. This leads to, however, a new challenge
to the conventional link-level metrics, solely defined based on
user mobility, such as inter-contact time, since there are many
constraints including limited battery power that prevent the
wireless interface of each user from being always ‘on’ for
communication. By taking into account the process of each user’s
availability jointly with mobility-induced contact/inter-contact
process, we investigate how each of them affects the link-level
connectivity depending on their relative operating time scales.
We then identify three distinct regimes in each of which (1) the
so-called impact of mobility on network performance prevails;
(2) such impact of mobility disappears or its extent is not that
significant; (3) the user availability process becomes dominant.
Our findings not only caution that mobility alone is not sufficient
to characterize the link-level dynamics, which in turn can lead to
highly misleading results, but also suggest the presence of many
uncharted research territories for further exploration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Smart mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets have

become commodities in most developed countries with an

explosive growth in the number of users and their need for In-

ternet connectivity. Such widespread popularity and the users’

ever-increasing demand for more bandwidth has, however,

imposed a serious challenge as the increase in infrastructure

capacity does not scale accordingly. To mitigate this asymme-

try in the usage of network resources, it is not only interesting

but also imperative to examine how opportunistic ad-hoc

communications can co-exist and be beneficial with abundant

smart mobile devices, as the absence of killer applications

and viable/non-disruptive deployment plan is deemed to be

the most critical problem of the currently prevalent literature

with mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) and delay/disruption

tolerant networks (DTNs).

As positive signs and prospects for such a direction, several

recent studies show that opportunistic information sharing,

which is done in a peer-to-peer fashion via WiFi or Bluetooth,

can lead to the increase of network capacity/coverage [12],

[19], [29], the efficient usage of scarce radio spectrum [35],

and mobile data offloading∗ [17] that is complementary to

cellular traffic offloading via femtocell and WiFi. Beside, with

multiple interfaces of (smart) mobile devices including cellu-

lar, WiFi, and Bluetooth interfaces, there have been a number
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of research works on the design of an integrated architecture

with cellular and opportunistic ad-hoc networks and relevant

applications (e.g., [28], [30]). Despite the active research

efforts for opportunistic mobile networking, we reveal, in this

paper, that important but often overlooked constraints pose a

new challenge to the fundamental link-level metrics common

in the literature and rather make them problematic, especially

when opportunistic ad-hoc communications take place with

smart mobile devices carried by human.

A. Motivation

The prevalent assumption of opportunistic ad-hoc commu-

nications in the literature is that any two of mobile nodes

can exploit “contact opportunities” based on their geographical

proximity. As long as two nodes are close enough to communi-

cate with each other or able to communicate with high SINR,

we often say that they are in “contact”, though it depends

on the underlying forwarding algorithm whether to utilize the

contact opportunity for data transfer. This has been precisely

the way the contact duration and the inter-contact time are

defined and empirically measured from real traces [11], [20],

[13] as well as from synthetic mobility models [9], [10],

[27], [24]. Also, the performance of most forwarding/routing

algorithms [34], [16], [5], [33], [18], [19] are all evaluated

under this hypothesis on the contact opportunities.

However, this implies that each mobile node has to carry a

“special” communication device tailored (and also dedicated)

to opportunistic ad-hoc communications, which is not the

case for smartphones. Clearly, not all the humans carrying

smart mobile devices are such “dedicated participants”. More

importantly, the basic premise that the “link” for communi-

cation is considered to be available solely based on nodes’

positions via their mobility, is simply not true. First, those

devices are known to be power-hungry. One of the biggest

concerns for smartphone users is battery lifetime, as their

increasing energy demands are far outpacing improvements

in battery technology [2]. In this regard, reducing WiFi power

consumption – one primary source of battery drainage, has

been an active research area for many years,† via enhancing

the standard WiFi power save mode or a new WiFi duty

cycling scheme putting the WiFi radio in the sleep mode for

a longer time span (see, e.g., [26] and references therein),

although their focus is more on single-hop communication

(or direct Internet access) through WiFi. In smartphones, a

†WiFi is often the preferred way for opportunistic ad-hoc communication
due to its higher data rate and longer transmission range, and also simpler
peering/service detection procedure, when compared with Bluetooth [17].
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low battery can easily deny a link that would otherwise

be available. Second, when the WiFi interface is used for

Internet access, it is unavailable for other peering users with

smartphones via WiFi. Third, such devices are subject to

the (time-varying) behavior of each user in cooperation with

other users for opportunistic communications. Finally, there

are other issues such as lack of incentives to participate,

privacy [17], neighbor/device discovery [36], [7], and possible

failures/delay to setup connections (or links) [29].

B. Our contributions

Thus motivated, in this paper, we investigate the charac-

teristics of link-level connectivity by taking into account the

process of each user’s availability for communication over

time (simply, user availability process) in addition to the

mobility-induced contact/inter-contact process. We make the

following contributions.

• First, we introduce a framework for the link formation

process between two mobile nodes to evaluate the actual

‘off-duration’ of the link – the time duration between two

successive transfer (not contact) opportunities for the pair,

called inter-transfer time, as well as the actual ‘on-duration’

of the link, called transfer-time. We then provide exact

formulas for the transfer-time distribution and the mean

inter-transfer time. We also show the presence of invariance

property for mean transfer/inter-transfer time.

• Second, we investigate how the distributional shape of the

inter-transfer time (corresponding to the conventional notion

of the inter-contact time) changes while varying the relative

time scale between the user availability and contact/inter-

contact processes. We identify three distinct regimes in each

of which (1) the contact/inter-contact process (or mobility)

primarily governs network performance; (2) the impact of

mobility on the performance becomes vanishingly small or

its extent is not that large as commonly expected; (3) the

user availability process becomes dominant. In particular, in

the second regime, the inter-transfer time distribution can

become arbitrarily close to an exponential, even when the

underlying contact/inter-contact dynamics is non-Poisson.

However, in the third regime, even when the original inter-

contact time is exponentially distributed, the resulting inter-

transfer time can significantly deviate from the exponential.

• Finally, we provide extensive simulation results to support

our findings. The simulation results are obtained with differ-

ent user availability processes under various mobility pat-

terns, ranging from a class of random walk models including

Lévy walk model to a map-based mobility model with a

geographical constraint (Helsinki downtown area) as well

as real GPS mobility traces. Our results collectively assert

that mobility alone does not suffice to characterize the link-

level connectivity and there exists another equally important

dimension – ‘user availability’ for communication, that has

been largely overlooked in the literature, but is necessary,

together with mobility, to correctly understand the link-level

dynamics and its resulting network performance.

II. PRELIMINARIES

To set the stage for subsequent exposition, we here first

revisit the conventional usage of the link-level metrics in

all the mobility-based research and provide related works

on mobility-induced performance analysis in the current

MANET/DTN literature. We then describe our general ref-

erence model for the constituents of the actual link metrics.

A. Link-level metrics in the current literature

Consider two mobile nodes A and B, each of which follows

some mobility model in a common domain Ω. Let A(t), B(t)∈
Ω be the position of nodes A and B at time t, respectively.

Let CA(t)⊂Ω be the contact set (or neighborhood) of node

A at time t, i.e., node B can communicate with A at time t
if and only if B(t) ∈ CA(t). The simplest and most popular

model for communication is the so-called Boolean model, in

which the contact set becomes [9], [10], [25]

CA(t) = {x ∈ Ω : ‖x−A(t)‖ ≤ d}, (1)

where d is some communication/sensing range. Similarly, we

can define CA(t) under SINR model [10]. Then, the inter-

contact time of nodes A and B has been defined by

TI , inf{t > 0 : B(t) ∈ CA(t)}, (2)

given that B(0−) ∈ CA(0
−) and B(0) 6∈ CA(0). In words,

the inter-contact time between two nodes is the duration of

time these two nodes stay ‘out of contact’ before getting in

contact with each other. Similarly, if we replace CA(t) in (2)

by CA(t) = Ω \ CA(t), we obtain the contact time TC (or

contact duration) of A and B.

B. The status quo for mobility-induced link-level dynamics

The inter-contact time has been considered as a key factor

for the performance measure in MANETs/DTNs leveraging

node mobility toward efficient communications. In particular,

Poisson contact assumption‡ has been prevalent and is still

popular in most analytical studies ranging from the capacity-

delay tradeoff to the cost-delay tradeoff as well as the analysis

and design of forwarding algorithms thanks to its tractable

analysis [16], [37], [33], [3], [38]. Only a few works, however,

have partially provided empirical and theoretical support on

justification for Poisson assumption. As shown in [9] and also

empirically observed in [6], Poisson (contact) process arises

in a small bounded domain when coupled with a proper time

scale of networking operation. Further, there exist a portion of

node pairs whose inter-contact time distributions are close to

exponential [13].

It is known via a measurement study [20] that the inter-

contact time distribution follows a power-law up to a certain

characteristic time scale beyond which it decays exponentially

fast, which substitutes the argument in [11] that relies upon

the power-law tail of the inter-contact time distribution. Its

mixture behavior thus becomes a critical feature that newly

‡Equivalently, the inter-contact time between any pair of mobile nodes is
exponentially distributed.
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proposed mobility models [27], [24] need to reproduce in

order to be more realistic, while [20], [9], [10] explain such

phenomenon using a class of random walk models. It is

also presented in [10], [25] that the network performance

under node mobility leading to non-exponential inter-contact

time distribution differs substantially from that under Poisson

contact assumption. In short, the fundamental basis of Poisson

assumption for the vast amount of analytical works in the

literature so far is still fragile, while the debate on the ‘true’

characteristics of inter-contact time beyond Poisson regime

and its network implication seems unceasing.

C. User availability comes into picture

As seen above, the adoption of link-level metrics based

on nodes’ proximity via Boolean (or SINR) model has been

prevalent, generating abundant research works in the literature

so far. However, as noted earlier, not every ‘contact’ between

mobile nodes leads to actual formation of a link. For two

mobile nodes to have a chance to communicate, not only they

should be ‘close’ to each other in proximity, but also their

wireless interfaces be both ‘on’. To properly capture the notion

of on/off wireless interfaces, let IA(t), IB(t) be 0–1 valued

processes representing the ‘availability’ of nodes (or users) A
and B at time t, respectively. Specifically, IA(t) = 1 if A is

available for opportunistic communication (e.g., its wireless

interface is ‘on’ or performing idle listening); and IA(t) = 0
if otherwise. Also, let Aon, Aoff be random variables to denote

‘on’ durations (1-period lengths) and ‘off’ durations (0-period

lengths) for the availability of node A, respectively. Similarly

for IB(t), Bon, and Boff. See Figure 1 for illustration.

t
off

User/Node Availability IA(t)
on1

0
AonAoff

Fig. 1. 0–1 valued process for user availability.

In this setup, the notion of contact set in (1) should be

revised accordingly. For a given A–B pair, we say that they

have a link, or event L(A−B) occurs, at time t if and only if

all the following three conditions are satisfied:

(i) B(t) ∈ CA(t), (ii) IA(t) = 1, and (iii) IB(t) = 1. (3)

Thus, the link formation process between A and B is yet

another 0–1 valued process, given by the indicator function

of the event L(A−B) at time t. To be precise,

1{L(A−B)}(t) = 1{B(t)∈CA(t)} · IA(t) · IB(t), (4)

and the notion of the inter-contact time between A and B can

be generalized into the following:

Loff , inf{t > 0 : 1{L(A−B)}(t) = 1}, (5)

given that 1{L(A−B)}(0
−) = 1 and 1{L(A−B)}(0) = 0, which

we call inter-transfer time for the A–B pair. In words, it is

the ‘off’ duration of the process 1{L(A−B)}(t). Again, if we

Contact/Inter-contact
1

0 t

t

TITC

t

t

Aon Aoff

Bon
Boff

Lon Loff

Node A’s availability

Node B’s availability

Link availability: Transfer/Inter-transfer

(1,1,1)(0,1,1) (1,0,1) (1,1,1)(1,0,1) (0,1,1)

Fig. 2. Link formation process for A–B pair

similarly replace 1{L(A−B)}(t)=1 in (5) by 1{L(A−B)}(t)=0
(with properly reversed conditional event), then we obtain the

transfer time Lon (or the link ‘on’ duration) for the A–B pair.

Figure 2 depicts the link formation process between A and B
with its resulting transfer/inter-transfer time.

In summary, the actual link formation dynamics should

be described by jointly considering users’ mobility and their

availability processes together. While the conventional usage

of contact-based metrics is only valid for the scenario with

all ‘dedicated’ users for communication, our link definitions

correctly capture both users’ mobility and availability, and are

general enough to cover a wide range of scenarios that take

into account all the constraints (including limited batter power)

affecting the link formation dynamics.

III. ANALYSIS OF LINK-LEVEL DYNAMICS

A. Transfer-time distribution and mean inter-transfer time

We first provide exact formulas for the transfer-time distri-

bution P{Lon>t} and the mean inter-transfer time E{Loff}, in

terms of distributions of contact/inter-contact time and on/off

duration in the user availability. To proceed, we consider the

superposition of three on/off processes that appear in the

definition of link indicator as in (4). We assume that these

on/off processes are independent of each other and the process

Z(t) , (1{B(t)∈CA(t)}, IA(t), IB(t)) ∈ {0, 1}3 is stationary,

ergodic, and right-continuous such that its state transitions

occur at distinct time instants (and so is each of three 0–1

valued processes). Here, a state transition means the change

of any one element (but not multiple elements) of the 3-

dimensional vector, as Z(t) is the superposed process. For

example, transition from (0, 0, 0) to (1, 1, 1) occurs only with

probability zero. Note that 1{L(A−B)}(t) ≡ 1{Z(t)=(1,1,1)}.

Then, from stationarity, we have

PC , P{1{B(t)∈CA(t)} = 1} =
E{TC}

E{TC}+ E{TI}
.

Similarly for PA , P{IA(t) = 1} and PB , P{IB(t) = 1}.

Also, from independence, we have

P{Z(t)=(1, 1, 1)}=PCPAPB=
E{Lon}

E{Lon}+ E{Loff}
, (6)

where the last equality is from P{Z(t) = (1, 1, 1)} =
P{1{L(A−B)}(t)= 1} and stationarity. To avoid triviality, we
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assume that PC , PA, PB ∈ (0, 1). If any one of these 0–1

valued processes is always one over time t, then we can simply

ignore the process in evaluating the link formation dynamics.

Also, if there is a process giving zero for all t, then the link

for the A–B pair is never formed over t.
In addition, we define by T e

C the residual (or remaining)

contact time from a random time instant when A and B are

in contact, whose distribution is given by

P{T e
C > t} =

1

E{TC}

∫ ∞

t

P{TC > s}ds.

This is often called the equilibrium distribution of TC . Simi-

larly, we can define by T e
I , Ae

on, Ae
off, B

e
on, and Be

off the residual

time for TI , Aon, Aoff, Bon, and Boff, respectively. Then, we

have the following.

Theorem 1: The transfer-time distribution is

P{Lon>t} = τ ·

[

P{TC>t}

E{TC}
P{Ae

on>t}P{Be
on>t}

+
P{Aon>t}

E{Aon}
P{T e

C>t}P{Be
on>t}

+
P{Bon>t}

E{Bon}
P{T e

C>t}P{Ae
on>t}

]

(7)

with τ , E{Lon} =
[

1/E{TC}+1/E{Aon}+1/E{Bon}
]−1

.

Also, the mean inter-transfer time is given by E{Loff} = τ ·
[1/(PCPAPB)−1]. ✷

Theorem 1 is a reinterpretation of Theorem A.1 in [23] un-

der our setting whose proof is built upon Palm calculus and is

a consequence of Formula (1.4.5) in [4]. It is worth noting that

Theorem 1 does not require any distributional or independence

assumption on the joint distribution of the successive contact

and inter-contact times (resp. on and off durations) for the

contact process (resp. user availability process).

While we refer to [23] for the rigorous proof (see also [4]

for more in-depth mathematical treatment of Palm calculus),

we here briefly explain the principle behind the Palm calculus

in obtaining the transfer-time distribution P{Lon > t} in

(7). In essence, the Palm probability of an event is the

conditional probability, given that a point of some specific

point process occurs at the origin t = 0. Define a subset

S,{(0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0)}. Then, recall that the transfer

time Lon is nothing but the first passage time to the event

{1{L(A−B)}(t) = 0}, given that 1{L(A−B)}(0
−) = 0 and

1{L(A−B)}(0)=1. Or, equivalently, it is the first passage time

to {Z(t) ∈ S} given that Z(0−) ∈ S and Z(0) = (1, 1, 1),
as depicted in Figure 2 (bottom). For the superposed pro-

cess 1{Z(t)=(1,1,1)}, the Palm calculus framework enables to

identify such conditional event as a transition point, with the

transition from s∈S to (1, 1, 1) occurring at t=0, and evaluate

the time until when transition from (1, 1, 1) to s′ ∈ S takes

place. For instance, if Z(0−)= (0, 1, 1) and Z(0)= (1, 1, 1),
from independence, it follows that

P{Lon>t} = P{TC>t}P{Ae
on>t}P{Be

on>t},

where the residual times Ae
on and Be

on are used instead of Aon

and Bon since IA(0
−)=1 and IB(0

−)=1. (See also the first

part of Figure 2.) This transition from Z(0−) = (0, 1, 1) to

Z(0)= (1, 1, 1), among three possible transitions from s∈S
to (1, 1, 1), occurs with probability proportional to 1/E{TC}.

Similarly for the other two possible transitions. Thus, we have

(7) with normalizing constant τ to ensure that P{Lon>0}=1.

In contrast to the transfer time, the inter-transfer time can,

however, span over infinitely many transition points (e.g.,

(1, 1, 1)→ (1, 1, 0)→· · ·→ (1, 0, 1)→ (1, 1, 1)) of the process

1{Z(t)=(1,1,1)}, which in turn prevents obtaining the inter-

transfer time distribution in any useful form. Nonetheless, the

mean inter-transfer time E{Loff} can still be obtained in terms

of the mean transfer time E{Lon} using the identity in (6).

Invariance principle: Theorem 1 says that the mean

transfer/inter-transfer time is solely determined by the mean

contact/inter-contact time and the mean on/off duration for

each node’s availability. Also, it was shown in [10] that

the mean contact/inter-contact time is invariant under a class

of random walk models whose stationary distributions are

uniform but with varying temporal dynamics (the degree of

motion correlation). Thus, by Theorem 1, such invariance

property is still preserved for the transfer/inter-transfer time

under the same class of mobility models and various distribu-

tions of on/off duration for user availability, as long as their

mean values remain the same.

Nonetheless, as seen from the folklore about the impact of

different mobility patterns on network performance, the inter-

transfer time Loff (corresponding to the conventional notion

of inter-contact time) would still be a critical factor governing

the network performance, while its mean value (first-order) is

insufficient to predict the performance. Thus, in the following

section, we will investigate the distributional shape of the inter-

transfer time to better understand its higher-order behaviors.

B. Inter-transfer time distribution

While it is impossible to obtain the exact form of the inter-

transfer time distribution, we here present how the shape of the

distribution changes according to different relative time scales

between contact/inter-contact dynamics and user availability

dynamics, and explain its impact on network performance.

To this end, we consider that the contact/inter-contact pro-

cess for the A–B pair is an alternating renewal process, i.e.,

the (successive) inter-contact times of the pair are i.i.d. and

their contact-times are also i.i.d. It is known that the contact

time between two nodes is much smaller than their inter-

contact time and thus the contact duration is often ignored

in the performance analysis of many forwarding/routing algo-

rithms [11], [16], [37], [33], [3], [38]. This implies that the

stationary probability that nodes A and B are in contact, or

PC , is very small, and also E{TC} ≪ E{TI}. We also note

that the inter-contact time distribution is typically a mixture

of power-law and exponential functions [9], [20], [10], and

utilize the following.

Lemma 1: [15] For any completely monotone function g :
R+→R+, i.e., (−1)ng(n)(t)≥0 for all t>0 and n=0, 1, . . .,
where g(n) is the nth derivative of g, there exists a non-

negative function h(s) such that g(t) =
∫∞

0
e−sth(s)ds. ✷
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Contact/Inter-contact

1

0 t

t t

TC TI

tt

Node-pair availability Node-pair availability

Link availability Link availability

ABoff

LoffLon

ABon

(a) fast node-pair on/off (b) slow node-pair on/off

IAB(t) IAB(t)

Fig. 3. Examples of user-pair on/off dynamics over (a) faster time scale, and
(b) slower time scale, than that of contact/inter-contact dynamics.

In words, a completely monotone function is a (generalized)

mixture of exponential functions. Note that both power-law

and exponential functions are completely monotone, and so is

their mixture. It follows that the ccdf of the inter-contact time

TI showing ‘dichotomic’ behavior (first power-law followed

by exponential) in [20], [10] is also completely monotone.

In addition, it was presented in [14] that a finite mixture

of exponential distributions (completely monotone) can ap-

proximate a long-tail (or power-law) distribution over a wide

range of interest, when the tail of the approximated distribution

eventually decays exponentially fast. We thus consider TI with

completely monotone density (or ccdf) having finite moments.

For simplicity and uncluttered exposition, from now on, we

consider the user-pair availability for communication rather

than considering the availability of users A and B separately.

Specifically, let IAB(t) = IA(t)IB(t), indicating whether or

not both A and B are ‘on’ or available for communication

(regardless of their geographical proximity). Similarly as be-

fore, let ABon and ABoff be the random variables denoting

‘on’ duration (1-period length) and ‘off’ duration (0-period

length) for the process IAB(t), respectively. We assume that

this process is also an alternating renewal process. Clearly, the

stationary probability that both nodes A and B are available for

communication, say PAB , is PAB = E{ABon}/(E{ABon}+
E{ABoff}) = PAPB . As there are many factors that prevent

the wireless interface of each user from being always ‘on’ for

communication, we focus on the case that PAB is small.

We next identify the distributional shape of the inter-transfer

time Loff (or the actual off-duration of the link) depending

on how quickly the node-pair on/off dynamics changes as

compared with the contact/inter-contact dynamics, while PAB

remains fixed.

Fast node-pair on/off dynamics: The A–B pair becomes

on/off for communication on a (fast) time scale, faster than the

contact/inter-contact time dynamics, as shown in Figure 3(a).

This regime includes the case that ABon +ABoff < TC and

ABon +ABoff < TI with high probability. In this regime,

most samples of TI will appear almost ‘as is’ in Loff samples,

while there are some newly created small-valued Loff samples

coming from the small-valued ABoff. Thus, the distribution of

Loff is largely determined by that of TI , i.e., the usual notion

of ‘impact of mobility’ prevails. In other words, almost all

contact opportunities can translate into “transfer” opportuni-

ties. One extreme example in this regime would be the usual

measurement scenario to collect contact traces with ‘always-

on’ communication devices whose sensing interval (or the

granularity of the experiment) is relatively small such that

almost every contact event is properly captured and recorded.

Slow node-pair on/off dynamics: The 0–1 valued IAB(t)
process changes very slowly as compared with the cont-

act/inter-contact dynamics, as depicted in Figure 3(b). This

regime also includes the case that TC + TI < ABon and

TC +TI < ABoff with high probability. Then, one can see

that the large-valued samples of Loff are mostly from ABoff,

while relatively smaller-valued samples of Loff are from TI .

That is,

Loff

d
≈

{

TI if TI < ABon,

ABoff otherwise.
(8)

As an example, suppose the inter-contact time TI is ex-

ponentially distributed with small average value (i.e., the

typical Poisson contact model in the literature) and ABoff

follows some wildly fluctuating distribution (e.g., heavy-tail

or dichotomic distribution). Then, even when the mobility-

induced contact process is a pure Poisson, we expect that the

distribution of the inter-transfer time Loff, can significantly

deviate from an exponential, as governed by that of ABoff.

Intermediate node-pair on/off dynamics: Both node-pair

availability process and contact/inter-contact process operate

on a similar time scale, and so there is no dominant process

between them in deciding the link formation dynamics. This

regime is highly non-trivial, but could be relevant in reality.

Under this regime, we show, in considerable generality, that

the distribution of the inter-transfer time Loff becomes very

close to an exponential, which will also be supported by

extensive simulations later on.

We consider that IAB(t) is likely to change at least once

over a period of the inter-contact time TI , while ABoff is

larger than the contact duration TC with high probability.

Recall that E{TC} ≪ E{TI}, and so this condition can

hold for a large range of ABon, ABoff. An example is when

TC <ABon <TI and TC <ABoff <TI with high probability.

Then, the (stationary) probability that the transfer opportunity

is granted, or the actual link is established, upon a physical

contact, denoted as Plink, becomes

Plink = PAB + (1− PAB)P{TC > ABe
off}, (9)

where ABe
off denotes the residual time until when the A–B pair

becomes ‘on’ for communication, measured from a random

time instant at which the pair is ‘off’. To see this, first note

that when a contact opportunity arises, the probability that

both A and B are ready for communication is simply the

stationary probability that both are ‘on’, or PAB . Also, even

if at least one of A and B is not available for communication

at a physical contact (the beginning of contact duration TC ),

both can become available over the course of contact duration

TC , with probability P{TC > ABe
off} as shown in (9).
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Let Ti (i = 1, 2, . . .) be i.i.d. copies of TI . Then, if

we ignore the contact duration TC toward the inter-transfer

time Loff (recall that TC is typically much smaller than the

inter-contact time TI and often ignored in the literature),

then the inter-transfer time Loff can be well approximated

by Loff
d
=

∑N
i=1 Ti, where N is an independent geometric

random variable with parameter Plink. This is because the

process IAB(t), under the (relative) time scale of interest,

does not create dependency over successive contact epochs,

implying that the opportunity of the link formation between

A and B upon their physical contact with probability Plink is

mostly independent of their previous/next opportunities. Then,

we have the following.

Theorem 2: Under the aforementioned setting with inter-

mediate time scale for node-pair on/off dynamics,

sup
t>0

∣

∣

∣
P{Loff>t} − e

− t

E{Loff}

∣

∣

∣
≤ 1−

2

Plink(c2TI
−1)+2

,

where c2TI
, Var{TI}/E{TI}

2 is the squared coefficient of

variation (CoV) of the inter-contact time TI . ✷

Proof: First, for the inter-contact time TI with its pdf

f(t), consider its ‘failure rate’ λ(t) at time t, defined by

λ(t) , f(t)/P{Ti > t}, i.e., λ(t)dt is the probability that

two nodes will meet in the interval (t, t+ dt), given that

they haven’t met until time t. If λ(t) is decreasing in t, it is

called decreasing failure rate or simply DFR [31]. It is known

that a random variable (rv) whose distribution is completely

monotone is DFR [31], so is TI (and also Ti). Since the DFR

property is also preserved under geometric compounding, i.e.,

the sum of a geometrically distributed number of i.i.d. DFR

rvs is also DFR [32], Loff is DFR. Moreover, it was shown

in [8] that for a DFR rv Z with E{Z}<∞,

sup
t

∣

∣

∣
P{Z > t}−e−t/E{Z}

∣

∣

∣
≤ 1−

2(E{Z})2

E{Z2}
= 1−

2

c2Z+1
,

where c2Z is the squared CoV of rv Z . After conditioning and

some computations, one can observe that

c2Loff
− 1 = Plink · (c

2
TI

− 1).

Putting these together, the result follows.

Theorem 2 says the maximum gap between the inter-

transfer time distribution and its exponential counterpart can

be measured by how close Plink(c
2
TI
−1) is to zero. Note that

c2TI
≥1, as the inter-contact time TI is DFR [31]. If TI itself

is exponentially distributed with c2TI
= 1, the upper bound

becomes zero. In other words, the exponential behavior of TI

carries over to the inter-transfer time Loff. More importantly,

even when TI follows a non-exponential distribution (say,

a mixture of power-law and exponential distributions [20],

[9]) with c2TI
> 1, PAB = PAPB is typically small valued

and under the intermediate time scale of interest for pair

on/off dynamics, P{TC > ABoff} is also small, and so is

P{TC > ABe
off}.§ All of these make Plink in (9) smaller,

§When the distribution of ABoff is completely monotone (reasonable as for
the case of inter-contact time TI ), ABe

off
is stochastically larger than ABoff,

implying that P{TC >ABe

off
}<P{TC >ABoff}.

suggesting that the difference between the actual distribution

of Loff and its corresponding exponential distribution becomes

negligible over entire t. Therefore, in this regime, we expect

that the so-called ‘impact of mobility’ on network performance

disappears or its extent not significant.

In summary, for a given contact/inter-contact dynamics and

a small, but fixed PAB , our findings imply that the impact of

mobility on network performance first prevails when the node-

pair on/off dynamics IAB(t) is operating on a relatively faster

time scale. Then, such impact becomes vanishingly small as

the time scale for IAB(t) starts to grow, but still comparable to

that of contact/inter-contact process. However, if the time scale

for IAB(t) gets arbitrarily larger (slow pair on/off dynamics),

the on/off dynamics for communication availability itself will

eventually take over in deciding the network performance.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We provide simulation results using ONE simulator [21]

with proper modification and pre-/post-processing to support

our findings. We consider an alternating renewal process

as the availability process of each user (say, A) for which

P{Aon > t}= e−t/E{Aon}. We test two different distributions

for Aoff; (i) exponential P{Aoff > t} = e−t/E{Aoff} and (ii)

hyper-exponential P{Aoff>t}=q1e
−µ1t+q2e

−µ2t, where

q1 = 0.5 ·
[

1−
√

(c2Aoff
− 1)/(c2Aoff

+ 1)
]

= 1− q2,

µ1 = 2q1/E{Aoff}, and µ2 = 2q2/E{Aoff}. We use the same

E{Aoff} for both cases and set the squared CoV of the hyper-

exponential distribution to c2Aoff
= 16, to see any impact of

more variability of Aoff around its mean than the exponential

counterpart. In all cases, we fix PA = E{Aon}
E{Aon}+E{Aoff}

= 0.1
to emulate the low chance of communication availability per

node (caused by many factors), while varying E{Aon} (and

also E{Aoff} = (1/PA− 1)E{Aon} = 9E{Aon}) to generate

different relative time scales between user availability and

mobility-induced contact/inter-contact processes.

Random walk models: We first consider a class of random

walk (RW) and random direction (RD) models [16], [37], [9],

[10], [25]. In the former, a mobile node follows a randomly

chosen direction for some random amount of time – a ran-

domly chosen step-length (or distance) divided by a random

node speed, and then chooses another direction and repeat the

same process, with reflective boundary condition. We consider

constant and exponential step-length distributions with mean

20m, each of which approximates Brownian motion. We also

consider power-law distribution for the step-length (say, L),

i.e., P{L>l}= l−α defined over l≥ 1 with α∈ (0, 2), which

is known as the Lévy walk (LW) model [22]. We here use

α=1.2 for the exponent, implying that, theoretically, the step-

length has finite mean and infinite variance. In the RD model,

a mobile node moves in a randomly chosen direction until

to hit the boundary, and then chooses another direction and

repeats. In all cases, the initial node locations are drawn from

uniform distribution over the domain whose size is 1000m×
1000m, and the node speed is set to 1 m/s. We use the Boolean
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Fig. 4. ccdf of inter-contact time of a given pair in (a) linear-log scale, and
(b) log-log scale to clearly show the power-law ‘head’ behavior.

model for contact with transmission range d =20m, and do not

consider the pause of mobile nodes in order to focus on the

random mobility pattern itself.

Before going into the details, we measure the distribution

of inter-contact time between two mobile nodes, each of

which moves according to one of the above models. As

seen from Fig. 4, the ccdf of the inter-contact time first

follows a power-law then decays exponentially fast later on

– the so-called dichotomic distribution [20], [10], for RW

models with constant and exponential step-length distributions

as well as LW model, while the inter-contact time distribution

under RD model is exponential. These are well expected from

the existing results [9], [10], [25]. For all of these models,

empirical measurements give E{TI}≈2×104 and E{TC}≈25,

as also expected from the invariance property in [10] where

the mean contact/inter-contact time does not depend on the

choice of step-length under the RW models.

For network performance evaluation, we next measure the

average message delay of the epidemic routing protocol, a

widely used reference protocol regarding opportunistic com-

munications [16], [37], [10], [6], [17]. Here, the total number

of nodes in the domain is 100, and each of them independently

moves according to one of the aforementioned mobility mod-

els. To ensure a fair comparison under different relative time

scales between user (or user-pair) availability and mobility-

induced contact/inter-contact processes, we evaluate how much

the average message delay deviates from the case where every

inter-transfer time Loff sample is now independently drawn

from an exponential distribution with the same mean. This

way, we can identify under which regime Loff becomes close

to an exponential, even when the original TI is highly non-

exponential (dichotomic).

When Loff is exponentially distributed for each pair, we can

reuse the existing theoretical result for the average delay of

epidemic routing protocol [16], [37]

E{D} =
1

λn

n
∑

i=1

1

i
≈

1

λn
logn, (10)

where n+1 is the total number of nodes, and mobile nodes

make contacts with each other according to a Poisson process

with rate λ. Note that in this setup the transfer opportunity

is always granted upon encounter. We then use this formula

with λ set as λ′ = 1/E{Loff}, where E{Loff} is empirically

measured for each of our simulation settings.¶

Figure 5(a) shows the performance ratio of the average

delay obtained under each mobility pattern to the analytical

prediction by (10), while varying E{Aon} from 1 to 32805,

for the case of an exponential off-duration Aoff. The inset in

Figure 5(a) shows the performance ratio when all nodes are al-

ways ‘on’ for communication, for which we use λ′=1/E{TI}.

We clearly see the impact of mobility on network performance,

as these ratios are quite different over different choices of

mobility models. For example, the average delay under RW

model with constant step-length is almost 5 times worse

than the analytical prediction based on the Poisson contact

assumption. When E{Aon} (and also E{Aoff}) is relatively

small (say, E{Aon}=1, the first point of x-axis), the impact

of mobility still remains effective. However, as E{Aon} starts

to increase, the measured average delays under all mobility

models become almost identical to the analytical prediction

(the ratio is close to one). This corresponds to the intermediate

node-pair on/off dynamics, as expected from Theorem 2.

Clearly, in this regime, the impact of mobility disappears and

interestingly the usual Poisson contact assumption (now for

the transfer opportunities) prevails. On the other hand, when

E{Aon} is very large (say, E{Aon}=32805, the ending point

of x-axis), then the measured delay performance is much

different from the analytical prediction, implying that the user

availability takes over in deciding network performance as also

suggested in Section III-B (the slow on/off dynamics).

Figure 5(b) shows P{Loff>t} when E{Aon}=45 on a semi-

log scale. The inter-transfer time distributions become very

close to an exponential with the same mean, under all mobility

choices, as expected from Theorem 2. When E{Aon}=32805,

however, the inter-transfer time distributions highly deviate

from the exponential and also depend on mobility models,

as seen in Figure 5(c). We also test the hyper-exponentially

distributed Aoff, Boff and report the delay ratio in Figure 5(d).

Again, we observe similar trend as in Figure 5(a), while the

actual ratio values are slightly different from the case of

exponentially distributed off duration for each node.

A map-based mobility model: We also consider a map-

based mobility model included in the ONE simulator [21].

In this model, each mobile node chooses a random point

on the map of Helsinki downtown area, shown Figure 6(a),

and then follows the shortest route to that point from their

current location under the geographical constraint of the area.

The points are chosen completely randomly over the map

(‘Random’ scenario) or from a list of prespecified points

of interest representing popular places (‘POI’ scenario). For

both scenarios, the initial node locations over the map are

also chosen uniformly at random. As done for random walk

models, we use the same node speed 1 m/s and Boolean model

with range 20m for contact, with no pause time effect, and

¶To avoid any possible bias, we exclude the consecutive small samples of
ABoff during the course of same contact duration TC , in estimating E{Loff}.
Such situation arises when two nodes are in contact under the fast node-
pair on/off dynamics, in which only the first Lon matters while all the many
subsequent short-lived samples do not contribute toward any message transfer.
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Fig. 5. Random walk models. (a) Delay ratio for the exponential off-duration Aoff while varying E{Aon} (and also E{Aoff}); P{Loff>t} measured when
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Fig. 7. GPS mobility traces. (a) Sample GPS traces of a Shanghai taxi; (a)
Delay ratio with different transmission ranges d=500, 1000m

then the same process for network performance comparison

with 100 mobile nodes.

Figure 6(b) shows the delay ratio obtained under each

scenario with different off-duration distributions. Again, the

inset figure shows the ratio with always-on mobile nodes for

communication. Similar to the case of random walk models,

we can see that the impact of mobility is first effective and then

becomes vanishingly small for the mid-range of E{Aon} (and

so for E{Aoff}), while the user availability eventually takes

over as the time scale for on/off dynamics gets larger (slow

dynamics). We also observe that the impact of slow on/off

dynamics is more striking in ‘POI’ than ‘Random’ scenario.

GPS mobility traces: We finally validate our findings

through GPS traces-driven simulation. To this end, we use

the GPS traces of around 4000 Shanghai taxies [1], by far, the

largest GPS traces publicly available with high granularity. The

location information of each taxi is recorded every 1–3 minutes

within a Shanghai area of around 191×224 km2 for 28 days.

Figure 7(a) depicts sample GPS traces of a taxi. For perfor-

mance evaluation, we first conduct interpolation to obtain the

location information of each taxi every 1 minute, compute the

total travel distance for each taxi, and choose top 100 taxies.

We also use the Boolean model for contact with transmission

range d=500, 1000m. This is because we need enough contact

samples among taxies (nodes) to correctly evaluate the impact

of node on/off availability process. For comparison under

each setting of the on/off process, we numerically generate

a series of Poisson transfer opportunities for each node pair

with the empirical average inter-transfer time, run the epidemic

routing protocol, and measure average delay to be used as a

baseline. Figure 7(b) shows the delay ratio (to the baseline)

under each choice of the transmission ranges with different

off-duration distributions, where the inset figure shows the

ratio with always-on nodes for communication. There is not

much difference between different off-duration distributions.

This is largely due to the fact that we have only one instance of

contact/inter-contact samples, as opposed to synthetic models

so far for which we can repeatedly generate different mobility

samples to get reliable estimates. Nonetheless, Figure 7(b)

again reveals the similar trend as in the random walk models

and map-based mobility model.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Our findings have indicated that mobility alone – even with

fine-grained GPS-coordinates for every user, is not sufficient

to fully characterize the link-level dynamics and there exists

another equally important and orthogonal dimension, namely,

user availability for communication, which has been largely

overlooked in the literature. Specifically, we have identified the

presence of three different regimes depending on the relative

time scale between user availability and mobility-induced

contact/inter-contact processes, as summarized in Figure 8(a).

In particular, the user availability dynamics alone can drive

the link-level dynamics and its resulting network performance

into many other ways possible, which are completely different

from the prediction when only the mobility (or contact/inter-

contact dynamics) is taken into account.

To gauge how much the user availability process can affect

the link-level dynamics, recall the link formation process

1{L(A−B)}(t) = 1{B(t)∈CA(t)} · IA(t) · IB(t) in (4). On the
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Fig. 8. (a) Three different regimes depending on the relative time scale of
user availability process; (b) The role of user availability.

one hand, if all mobile nodes are always ‘on’ for communica-

tion, as commonly considered in the current literature, then

1{L(A−B)}(t) = 1{B(t)∈CA(t)} and so the mobility-induced

contact/inter-contact process fully characterizes the link-level

dynamics. On the other hand, if all mobile nodes are always

in ‘contact’ with each other, then 1{L(A−B)}(t)=IA(t)IB(t),
implying that the user availability process is now the sole

factor. Indeed, the link formation process is simply the product

of 1{B(t)∈CA(t)} and IA(t)IB(t), with equal and indistinguish-

able contribution from each of these 0–1 processes. That is, the

mobility-induced contact/inter-contact dynamics and the user-

pair availability can be thought of as ‘dual’ of each other.

See Figure 8(b) for illustration. Thus, the currently prevalent

arguments centered around power-law or dichotomic inter-

contact time distribution, mainly obtained in the former case,

can also be equally applicable for the latter case. Clearly, the

impact of user availability can be significant to the same extent

as that of user mobility.

While mobility-related research studies abound in the liter-

ature, most of them assumed the wireless interfaces of mobile

nodes to be always ‘on’ and dedicated for communication.

However, as mentioned before, when it comes to reality with

mobile devices carried by humans, a number of constraints

including limited battery power prevent the wireless interface

of each user from being always on, and make the common

assumption questionable.‖ More importantly, our findings cau-

tion that such an assumption can lead to largely misleading

results, but at the same time, suggest that there exist many

uncharted territories for further exploration, as depicted in

Figure 8(b). We envision that our findings stimulate active

research on more in-depth studies of user availability and its

impact on network performance. It can be also possible to

analyze the joint impact of user mobility and availability on

the scaling properties of network capacity and delay.
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